
The First Shall be Last:
Writing the Essay Backwards

By JeffHouse

The problem with writing for most students is that they do it wrong.
They do it backwards.
Because writing is more often viewed as a vexation than a thinking process, '

students tend to dispose of writing assignments as quickly as possible. Thii means they
prefer a one-draft run, beginning with the thesis and moving toward the end, which is
why a paper whose conclusion differs from its thesis is a common sight in English
classes. But such an eror is instructive, providing the clue we need io reorienl our
sfudents toward a successful writing experience.
What this mistake illustrates is that the thesis is what we arrive at afier we have reviewed
all our data. For the benefit of the reader, our essays begin with the thesis, declaring the
scope of our paper and the direction of our argument, but that thesis is the conclusi6n we
have arrived at after beginning with our obse;ationq which lead us to more
comprehensive inductive statements, which we then synthesize into a single idea: our
the-si_s This is the process we need to break down for our students, givinfthem a model
to follow in forming a well-structured paper.

On a colored board on the wall of my room, I have written the following.
"Observe, Induce, State.' This is a sho4hand formula for the thinking process: first, look
over th9 topig qd make general notes;'iecond, find similarities a.on! 

^the 
items and

group them (a form of categorizations); last, look at the general staterients and formulate
a central idea. In doing this, we've constructed an outline of our thinking. With this as
the formula, I lead my junior and senior-level students through the proceis before they
being a major writing assignment.

Students quickly note the way the step-by-step process helps them. As Derek
noted, "Poems are harder at fimt when you want to find the meaning. you need some
sort of procedure to look at them, and the process helps because I can see them better if I
think it out."

classmate Kristin concurs: "This helped me not just look at a poem and go
randomly from line to line but to move systematically and a little morl orderly."

I intoduce this process with a series of poems, as they allow us to pr#ice the
technique several times over a short period of time. The poem I first use is Karl
Shapiro's "Auto Wreclg" filled as it is with enough poeti; devices to provide more than
enough examples for this exercise.

I read through the poem once and then have students reread it repeatedly on their
orvn until they have marked up all the figures of speech, sound devices, rhetorical
dwices, or anything elsq they find interesting o. g".-un". This first stage is that of
observation, in which students simply colleci dati. It doesn't take longiefore they are
beginning to note patterns in the images of recurrent ideas. As we list some of these on
the board, I make note that they are entering the second stage of this process, inducing-
more general observations. Within a few minutes, we have several generalized t
statements, so we look for three or more that have something in common. As we discuss



these similar generalizations, we try to find what they
generalizations into one overall statement: the thesis.
this:

l. Observe

have in common, synthesizing the
In practice, the lesson looked like

As the students made random observations about varied literary techniques, phrases orideas that struck them, they noted the following:

' There are several examples of alliteration, as in the opening line that speaks of. the "soft, silver belt beating, beating;"
' There are a number of similes like;red light like an artery,"'.like convalescents,,,

and "tight as a tourniquet."
' There are vibrant images, like the "empry husks of locusts," ',the little hospital,,,

"ponds of blood," and "the ambulance wittr its terrible cargo.',
' There are unusual uses of verbs, like the ambulance tfrui:no"tr down,,, or the

bucket that "douches" the blood.
' There are several examples of personification, like the lanterns that..cling to ironpoles," "the expedient and wicked stones,tt this death that "cancel, ou, flyri",with a sneeq" and the doors that..leap oprn, 

"*ptying 
light.,,

' The poem opens with a series of concreie imagls'but ends with a series ofabstract images, several of them questions. The tone is distanced and objective

At this stage, stud.ents uPpr..9-r1l. tt ut for,rring on a simple observation of techniquesgives them a starting poittt: "If I can read it tfr. po"tt-iuo o, three times and start tolook at diction, figurative ranguage, and sounds," noied Marie, .,itt not 
--

overwhelming. You have a checklist you can pici it apart rine by rine--

2..lnduce

The students continued making observations like these until they,d found as many asthey could' But even as they made observations, they auto*"tl."riv l"glito leap to -the next level, making connlctions among isolated facts. Based on some of thefollowing, they deveroped more generar statements: 
v" sv'rv vr I

o d lot of the iT?g:, and figurative ranguage dear with things we associate
with death and injury.

' There is irony in the fact that an objective, distanced tone is used to describe
something we wourd associate with-emotions of fear and hohror.' This tone emulates shock, like we would feel at just such an incident.' The way the poem moves from concrete to absiract parallels the way we
observe things like this, moving from a close observation of such a horror toquestions about how this applies to us.



' The personifications make everyday objects seem menacing, suggesting that
there is, behind seemingly safe items, a world that threatenr rrs. tt is OouUty
scary that it lies hidden.

' The repetition of beating in reminiscent of a heart, which similarly beat and
beats- This is an image that reinforces other images in the poem.

' The image description of the ambulance in the first stanza makes it appear
like something coming from above,like an angel that comes down toclaim
the body.

' The image description of the body as "cargo" makes this one-human person '
seem valueless now, worth next to nothing.

' The observations in the final lines all say the same thing: there are many.kinds
of death we can explain, but the terror of an accident is that we cdn't explain
it, and it's just this that makes us vulnerable.

3. State

Just as they didn't use all the observations to form their inductions, they didn't use all
their inductions to make their final statements. What is needed at this itage is to find the
one idea that is most clearly suggested by their inductions. As with any interpretation,
there is no such thing as one right formulation. So, students looked foi a statement that
satisfied them in its ability to tie up as many of the inductions as possible. By this time,
they appreciated that developing the thesis last makes its constructions easiei. "When
you startwith a thesis," commented Tania, "you're kind of grasping at straws. This way
you can construct a these that you knowyou can back up because you know you have the
evidence."

-. rn this case, they noted how many of the inductions point out the poem's
discussion of our fears in the face of this, or any, accident. The poem's construction
emulates the way we emotionally respond to such an event, so tlie poet makes us feel the
emotions we would feel if we were there. Finally, there is a strong-sense of disbelief
here, suggesting that we cannot accept such an irrational thing as an accident. With this
background, one student formed a thesis as follows. "shapiro illustrates our difficultv
io 

"..uoti.g 
th. f""gilitv of o,tt lir"r 

"nd 
th" i"."tion"lit" of d""th.'-

Having proceeded through these steps, they have explicated the poem so that they
have, backwards from the traditional approaches, listed a number of examples that
support several points, all of which lead to a central, or these, statement. One student
sketched the following outline:

' Thesis: Shapiro illustrates our difficulty in accepting the f.agifity of our lives and
the inationality of death.o Point I: Shapiro uses imagery and figurative language to create an atmosphere of
terror
Examples:'Citethe images, personification, and metaphors we listed above.

' Point II: The poem's tone emulates the shock we experience when we are
subjected to such irrational events
Examples: cite the phrases and images that create the poem's tone.



' Point III: The concluding observations reflect those of an observer trying, and
failing to comprehend this accident.
Examples: Cite and discuss the closing lines, and cite and discuss the irnagery
used in them.

This outline, of course, is only of a number the class came up with. Another
thesis summarized Shapiro's theme as follows: "In'Auto Wreck'Karl Shapiroshows
4an's refusal to acceot death." with points discussing the various ways fear: Cotors u.tO
distorts our view of reality. .

The important idea here is that there is a thinking process involved in our reading
of this, or any, Iiterary piece. Thougb the analysis we later write moves from general to
specific comments, the actual thinking process we engage in during analyiis is the
reverse, and by consciously following this process, we increase our ability to grasp the
inner workings of an artistic piece. When we attempt to start our writing with the final
stat€ment, we short-circuit the process, shutting down the brain that is unable to state
what it has not arrived at. It is reminiscent of comedian Steve Martin's famous advice on
how to become a millionaire: "Firs!" he states, "get a million dollars, then..."

We cannot begrn with the very thing we are trying to end with. We must tease out
the answer, allowing the mind to go through its natural, and logicai procedure. Tania is
representative of the- succesl most students feel with this prociss: "With the three-step,
I'm more confident that the things I'm saying are more on target."


